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The Sacred Romance 2001-04-01 if you re feeling lost disconnected or longing
for something more join bestselling authors john eldredge and brent curtis as
they explore the greatest love of our lives our faith the sacred romance
invites us to find the peace and purpose we crave by slowing down asking
questions and deepening our relationship with god eldredge and curtis believe
that modern christians have lost touch with our hearts we ve left that
essential part of ourselves behind in the pursuit of efficiency success and the
busyness of our lives the sacred romance will guide you through a journey to
getting to know yourself and your creator even better asking you what is this
restlessness and emptiness i feel sometimes after years into my christian
journey how will my spiritual life touch the rest of my life what is it that is
set so deeply in my heart that simply will not leave me alone when did i stop
listening to god s leading the sacred romance is a journey of the heart it is a
journey full of intimacy adventure and beauty that will guide you to your
fondest memories your greatest loves your noblest achievements and even your
deepest hurts but the reward is worth the risk
The Sacred Romance 2007 the sacred romance touched thousands of readers and
left many hungry to apply its material to their own lives eldredge feeds that
hunger with this innovative workbook and journal that guides readers through an
experience of personal assessment and soulful reflection readers can gain a
more passionate personal relationship with god through interactive exercises
that help them apply material from the book
The Sacred Romance Workbook and Journal 2000 includes two books authored by
john eldredge sacred romance and desire
Desire & Sacred Romance 2-in-1 2009-11-03 this 3 in 1 special edition contains
the sacred romance waking the dead and desire authored by john eldredge john
eldredge is the director of ransomed hearttm ministries in colorado springs
colorado a fellowship devoted to helping people discover the heart of god john
is the author of numerous books including walking with god fathered by god
waking the dead desire and love war with his wife stasi john and stasi live in
colorado with their three sons he is an avid outdoorsman who loves being in the
wild
Eldredge 3 in 1 - Sacred Romance , Waking the Dead, Desire 2008-04-15 to
purchase this book with volume 2 of the set with a 2 volume set savings the
therapist s notebook for integrating spirituality in counseling ii more
homework handouts and activities for use in psychotherapy see haworthpress com
store product asp sku 5821 a client s spiritual and religious beliefs can be an
effective springboard for productive therapy how can a therapist sensitively
prepare for the task the therapist s notebook for integrating spirituality in
counseling is the first volume of a comprehensive two volume resource that
provides practical interventions from a wide range of backgrounds and
theoretical perspectives this volume helps prepare clinicians to undertake and
initiate the integration of spirituality in therapy with clients and provides
easy to follow examples the book provides a helpful starting point to address a
broad range of topics and problems
The Therapist's Notebook for Integrating Spirituality in Counseling 2006 learn
how to understand and use your stress for positive change with up to date
analysis real life examples and spiritual practices this book explores the
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effects of stress and ways to honor its symptoms rather than be limited by a
perspective of distress you can use stress as a catalyst for growth in all
areas of life
Sacred Stress 2016-04-20 while most youth pastors are being regularly evaluated
or even scrutinized for what they re doing right now in the youth group the
reality is that the most important thing they are doing won t actually be
evident until much later that s because the biggest challenge for any youth
ministry is helping teens embrace a whole hearted devotion to god that lasts
far beyond their years in the youth room unfortunately much of youth ministry
seems to be designed on the model of setting teenagers up for a date with god a
delightful evening that involves music laughter food and light conversation but
what scripture calls us to is not a one night stand with god but a lifelong
love of god that endures youth ministry educator and veteran duffy robbins
offers youth workers a blueprint for building that kind of faith in teenagers
in this concise book ideal for busy youth workers they ll be equipped to build
a youth ministry that instills that lasting faith in its students
Building a Youth Ministry that Builds Disciples 2012-01-24 discover the freedom
and joy that come when you open your heart to hope this practical guide gives
you the inspiration encouragement and practices you need to cultivate a hopeful
spirit and thus live a more fulfilling and joyful life writing from personal
experience and her broad knowledge of many faith traditions marcia ford helps
you recognize or develop your own personal images of hope and create a place
where you can go to see the many evidences of hope in your life any time
despair seeps in she provides important learning tools that you can apply to
everyday life experiences inspiring personal stories of hope from the famous
and not so famous and realistic exercises for creating the overall balance and
peace you look to achieve in living your life connected to god drawing from
christian and hebrew scripture and the wisdom of spiritual teachers from all
traditions ford helps you realize that we all can receive a gift of hope and
grace from the divine we just need to be open to accept it topics include
dealing with disappointment it s not wishful thinking impossible situations
recovering from loss hope amid suffering overcoming hopelessness real and
imagined threats the heart of healing cultivating a hopeful spirit freedom s
fascinating power and more
Finding Hope 2013-04-18 popular bible study leader donna gaines helps women
discover their deepest worth and vast potential through faith in christ in
there s gotta be more
There's Gotta Be More 2008 great ministers don t just happen great falls from
ministry don t just happen either a complex mix of factors both internal and
external test the limits of your ability to minister wholeheartedly over the
long haul senior pastor brad hoffmann and licensed professional counselor
michael todd wilson work with pastors removed from their place of service the
common experiences of these pastors revealed patterns that consistently
contributed to burnout ineffectiveness and moral failure if such patterns can
be predicted the authors reasoned can they be prevented preventing ministry
failure is a personal guidebook for pastors and other caregivers to prepare
them to withstand common pressures and to flourish in the ministry god has
called them to work through the exercises and reflections individually or in
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conversation with your peers and you ll find yourself better equipped for the
challenges of vocational ministry and more conscious of the presence of god
leading you on and restoring your soul
Preventing Ministry Failure 2013-12-16 julie woodley understands trauma from
physical and sexual abuse as a child to abortion through the murder of a dear
friend to brain injury and cancer she s experienced more than a lifetime s
worth of pain and loss but by the grace of god she s doing more than surviving
she s thriving like a wildflower thrusting itself through a broken sidewalk god
has raised julie s joy and hope through the layers of loss and into the light
of his plan for her he has transformed her from a broken receiver of grace into
a beautiful blossom who radiates the grace she has received into the lives of
other hurting people trauma victims often feel weighed down by shame anger
confusion and pain they may be so accustomed to getting by that having passion
and joy seems a lost hope in a wildflower grows in brooklyn they ll encounter a
story that will inspire them to imagine a life restored and overflowing with
all the good things god intends for them
A Wildflower Grows in Brooklyn 2013-04-19 written by teachers theologians and
practitioners well known for their expertise in the field god and the victim
probes and examines issues of evil justice victimization and forgiveness
working from the view that crime is primarily a spiritual issue the authors
look at examples of victimization in the bible for guidance about how we can
better minister to victims today from publisher description
God and the Victim 1999 take a peek beneath the bonnet browse the inspirational
fiction section of your local bookstore and you will likely find cover after
cover depicting virtuous young women cloaked in modest dresses and wearing a
pensive or playful expression they hover innocently above sun drenched pastures
or rustic country lanes often with a horse drawn buggy in the background or the
occasional brawny stranger romance novels with amish protagonists such as the
best selling trailblazer the shunning by beverly lewis are becoming
increasingly popular with a largely evangelical female audience thrill of the
chaste is the first book to analyze this growing trend in romance fiction and
to place it into the context of contemporary literature religion and popular
culture valerie weaver zercher combines research and interviews with devoted
readers publishers and authors to produce a lively and provocative examination
of the amish romance novel she discusses strategies that literary agents and
booksellers use to drive the genre s popularity by asking questions about
authenticity cultural appropriation and commodification thrill of the chaste
also considers amish fiction s effects on amish and non amish audiences alike
Thrill of the Chaste 2013-04-15 dr carlson identifies the seven obstacles to
spiritual growth and discusses the primary stages of growth to show readers how
to look forward to an extraordinary life by totally embracing the completed
work of christ
Archangel Raphael 2006 essays on the use and misuse of the middle ages for
political aims
Overcoming the 7 Obstacles to Spiritual Growth 2022-05-06 your captivating
heart can help women reclaim and restore the glory they re meant to have every
spread in this book is crafted into a self contained nugget that includes both
instruction and inspiration practical life
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Studies in Medievalism XXXI 2007-04-03 knowing who you are in christ is your
key to victory in life do you often wonder what god thinks of you or whether he
thinks of you at all do you have a negative self image a low opinion of
yourself and life in general that you would love to overcome you can do it you
can turn your life around and never look back the one and only key is to
understand who god wants you to be that s the heart of neil anderson s break
through freedom in christ message every last one of us no matter how much we
suffer from low self esteem insecurity or abusive behavior can be free from our
pain and problems experience victory in jesus and become an overcomer in life
Your Captivating Heart 2003-07-02 discover the sweeping story of god s eternal
plan deep within god s word lies a wondrous story like no other a drama that
unfolded before time began an epic saga that resonates with the heartbeat of
god a story that reveals nothing less than the meaning of life and god s great
mission in the earth from here to eternity presents three remarkable stories
spanning from genesis to revelation each story traces a divine theme that is
woven throughout scripture seen together they offer an extraordinary glimpse
into god s highest passion and grand mission what you discover will forever
change your view of life the church and our magnificent god
Overcoming Negative Self-Image 2011-04-01 sex god and the conservative church
guides psychotherapy and sexology clinicians on how to treat clients who grew
up in a conservative faith mired in sexual shame and dysfunction and who desire
to both heal and hold on to their faith orientation the author first walks
clinicians and readers through a critique of western culture and the
conservative christian church and their effects on intimate partnerships and
sexual lives the book provides clinicians a way to understand the faulty sexual
ethic of the early church while revealing the hidden mystical sex and body
positive understanding of sexuality of the hebrew people the book also includes
chapters on strategies for a new sexual ethic on clinical steps to heal
religious sexual shame and on specific sex therapy interventions clinicians can
use directly in their practice finally it offers a four step model for healing
religious sexual shame and actual touch and non touch exercises to bring
healing and intimacy into a person s life
From Eternity to Here 2017-04-21 loneliness fear vulnerability conflict pain
these aren t experiences we typically seek out and yet we all encounter them
during our lives do you embrace these times or do you raise your defenses
determined not to get hurt what if it s possible to see god more clearly in the
midst of these trials in undefended daniel bush shows readers how to approach
life s difficulties from a gospel centered and grace driven perspective arguing
that the experiences we avoid can actually bring us nearer to christ drawing on
examples from the bible history popular culture and the author s own life
undefended seeks to personally acquaint readers with an experience of the inner
heart where true discovery of god takes place bush writes out of a deep passion
for helping others find spiritual awakening stemming from over 15 years in
pastoral and counseling ministries he guides readers through ten different
experiences that can show us the authentic heart of god if we approach him
undefended
Sex, God, and the Conservative Church 2017-02-08 in a search for a deeper
understanding of the complex relationship between gender language and religious
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identity this book gathers a global range of studies from the field of
linguistics it connects language use to both a religious and gender identity
and shows how language works to unite oppress liberate or fracture the various
participants
Undefended 2007-05-22 anthropologists travel back in time and across the globe
to understand human culture but surprise there is culture right here in the
united states this second edition of the best selling textbook and anthology
reflecting on america again focuses on how we can recognize the common cultural
thread running through diverse american phenomena from heroin addiction and big
business s efforts to shape the identities of children to civil war
reenactments and the popularity of burlesque in the midwest in addition this
second edition includes chapters written especially for this volume on
striptease burning man the big bang theory tv show and groundhog phil written
throughout with verve and quirky humor and offering questions for discussion
after every article this book is perfect for undergraduate classes in
anthropology and american studies drawing together twenty two scholars with
expertise in anthropological ideas about culture reflecting on america examines
what it means to be american
Language and Religious Identity 2017-07-05 this monograph has set itself the
goal to examine outline elucidate and supplement the existing body of knowledge
concerning a theme from patristic and medieval theology recalled in 1953 by
marie dominique chenu and that is the assertion that man was created as a
replacement for fallen angels yves congar créature de remplacement louis bouyer
ange de remplacement the study first shows that the idea of man having being
created to take the place of fallen angels was introduced by st augustine and
developed by other church fathers it then identifies the typical contexts in
which the subject was raised by authors of the early middle ages but goes on to
focus on the discussion that developed during the twelfth century anselm of
canterbury the school of laon rupert of deutz honorius of autun which
represents the high point of the theme under investigation culminating in the
assertion that man is an original being created for its own sake for whom god
created the world a world which together with and through man is destined for
the heavenly jerusalem the question as to whether man would have been created
if the angels had not sinned cur homo bears a clear similarity to a further
controversy the origins of which also go back to the twelfth century and that
is whether the son of god would have become incarnate if man had not sinned cur
deus homo next the book sheds light on how the subject begins to gradually fade
away through the twelfth and thirteenth centuries both within monastic
tradition which nonetheless held onto augustine s motif and within scholastic
theology which asserted that man was created for his own sake the conclusion
summarizes the findings and points to the surprisingly contemporary relevance
of the foregoing reflections particularly in relation to the critique that the
swiss philosopher and theologian romano amerio 1997 offers concerning a
statement in the pastoral constitution of the second vatican council gaudium et
spes 24 according to which man is the only creature on earth that god willed
for itself
Reflecting on America 2014-06-01 much in the church is being touted as biblical
spiritual warfare even to changing it from being spiritual to be geographical
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this book critics spiritual warfare teaching comparing it to the bible and
offers a biblically reasoned discussion on spiritual warfare
Cur homo? A history of the thesis concerning man as a replacement for fallen
angels 2007-03-01 provide professionally sound and principled therapy based on
the truth of god christians are faced with the same range of problems as
everyone else however christian therapists understand deeply the unique issues
involved with their therapy the christian therapist s notebook is a single
source for innovative user friendly techniques for connecting the everyday
world of the client with christian principles and scripture this creative
timesaving guide assists therapists in helping clients achieve therapy goals
through professionally sound and principled exercises while always maintaining
a positive supportive connection with christian beliefs helpful features
include scripture references relevant to common problems case studies vignettes
professional resource lists client resource lists in session exercises homework
exercises and handouts the christian therapist s notebook bases its success on
three foundations the truth of scripture the centrality of christ and the
guidance of the holy spirit the book s three sections include individuals
couples and families and children and adolescents each chapter focuses on a
single exercise to address an important issue that may be affecting the client
chapters provide a guiding scripture quote an objective rationale for use clear
and specific instructions suggestions for a follow up a vignette illustrating
the exercise s success contraindications extensive resources and related
scriptures the christian therapist s notebook exercises include a new creation
which uses a christogram to personalize the biblical promises and truths of the
spiritual transformation snapshots which reveals repetitive behavior patterns
in relationships core connections which helps the client explore the
organization of relational core connections to other people as well as to god
temptation judo which explores the connection between temptation and needs
while uncovering god s promise of escape broken mirrors which identifies
unresolved issues affecting self image and moves the client to a personal
relationship with god the book of my life which helps identify situations and
people that have had an impact on clients while helping them to acknowledge
that god has a plan for them tearing down strongholds which helps take the
client through the process of repentance it was wrong which helps abuse victims
deal with pain and frustration bowing down which helps to restore a healthy
relationship panic breaker which helps get to the root of client fears
parenting after divorce self esteem which helps children with self concept and
many many more the christian therapist s notebook is the answer for practicing
therapists counselors interns pastors educators and students searching for
activities for client therapy based upon the truth of god
SPIRITUAL WARFARE: A Struggle for Truth 2012-03-22 why does the church stir up
such negative feelings this is a question that philip yancey has been asking
all his life for himself as a pilgrim for others as a journalist the question
is more relevant now than ever in the uk christianity continues to decline even
as it is increasingly thought to be linked with intolerant fundamentalist
attitudes yet while identification with traditional forms of christian religion
is dropping indicators show that interest in spirituality is rising why the
disconnect why are so many asking what s so good about the good news yancey s
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lifelong writing career has always focused on the search for honest faith that
makes a visible difference for a world in pain in his landmark book what s so
amazing about grace he issued a benchmark call for christians to be as grace
filled in their behaviour as they are in asserting their beliefs people inside
and outside the church are still thirsty for grace yancey points out perhaps
what the church seemed to lack in its heyday is now in its increasingly
marginalised stance exactly what it needs to recover in order to thrive grace
can bridge the gap across the movement away from christianity inviting
outsiders as well as insiders the chance to take a deep second look at why it
matters and what could reignite its appeal to future generations how can
christians offer grace in a way that is compelling to a jaded society and how
can they make a difference in a world of such wrenching need vanishing grace
what ever happened to the good news is a milestone book for all those who are
striving to make sense of their faith and live it out amid the changing
landscape of our day philip explores how christians may have contributed to
hostility toward them by presenting the gospel in ways that come across as
strident and judgemental then he explores what kind of news is good to a
culture that thinks it has rejected the christian version and finally he offers
illuminating stories of how faith can be expressed in ways that disarm even the
most cynical critics through pilgrims activists and artists rather than through
preachers evangelists and apologists
The Christian Therapist's Notebook 2014-09-11 if you crave the real experience
of god s presence in your daily life if you sense there s more to christianity
than service study and superficial spirituality if you re ready to go beyond
knowing about god to truly knowing him here s where life with god begins is god
really like a father who cares about the details of our everyday lives then why
does he often seem so far away distant in the moments when we could most use a
personal touch from him so many of us have lived in that unspoken longing in
these incredible stories you ll see how one person found that god is not always
content to wait for us to discover him amid the clutter of life instead when we
simply hold out our hands he illuminates our ordinary world and gives us new
eyes to see closer than your skin traces the journey of an ordinary christian
who longed to move beyond the trappings of faith to genuine life with god her
story reveals how to overcome the obstacles that most often block such intimate
connection through this remarkable account you ll gain tangible insight into
what a daily vibrant companionship with the creator really feels like once you
wake up to the eternal reality all around you interactive study guide included
Vanishing Grace 2011-10-19 julie woodley understands trauma from physical and
sexual abuse as a child to abortion the murder of a dear friend brain injury a
brain tumor and cancer as well as two broken marriages she has experienced more
than a lifetime s worth of pain and loss but by the grace of god she s doing
more than surviving she s thriving like a wildflower thrusting itself through a
broken sidewalk god has raised julie s joy and hope through the layers of loss
and into the light of his plan for her he has transformed her from a broken
receiver of grace into a beautiful blossom who radiates the grace she has
received into the lives of other hurting people trauma victims often feel
weighed down by shame anger confusion and pain they may be so accustomed to
getting by that having passion and joy seems impossible in a wildflower thrives
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in florida they will encounter a story that will inspire them to imagine a life
restored and overflowing with all the good things god intends for them
Closer Than Your Skin 2019-04-04 what do you do when the reality you ve always
known lays in shambles at your feet the foundation you ve built your life upon
is just shifting sand instead of rock solid that s where i found myself at
fifty seven years old in bondage to the trauma of childhood sexual abuse and i
did the only thing i knew to do trust the lord jesus christ to walk with me
through the death of all i thought was true to life and freedom rose of grace
is not only my story but also my process of how god brought me from an
emotionally brokenhearted little girl to an emotionally healthy woman why why
would i go public with such a shocking secret that my parents never even knew
one reason to tell the truth of how good jesus christ really is if the world
knew the truth we would be running and jumping over each other to get to him
but instead we believe the lies darkness tells us and we run from him and our
true selves to hide in shame come explore with me the wonders of learning to
live free in jesus christ he s better than you ever dreamed and his loving
power to heal our ravaged hearts is beyond comprehension you or someone you
know may need to hear the good news jesus christ is mighty to save
A Wildflower Thrives in Florida 2023-07-08 anna has two anniversaries she is
celebrating her 34th with the husband of her youth as well as their 24th
reconciled one her marriage looks like a donut there is a two year hole in the
middle when they were separated but that is where jesus now smiles through them
and gives hope to other couples who desire to not only survive but thrive in
their marriages
Rose of Grace 2017-01-13 instead of hopeless i d much rather view myself as a
hopeful romantic in a culture where happily ever afters and ladies in waiting
seem only to be figments of myths and legends what does a woman do with her
longing for an extraordinary love story searching for happily ever after
reveals a genuine account of one young lady s quest to wait with god and the
breathtaking love story she found there amber gallagher uses humorous and
compelling narratives of struggle and triumph as she uncovers how god taught
her to be a lady in waiting hear from this hopeful romantic s heart as she
shares valuable life lessons on how you can fall in love with your first love
find the treasure in singleness determine god s dreams for you become the woman
you long to be be a part of your love story long before your prince ever comes
get ready to be inspired and equipped for the adventure that awaits instead of
wishing the time away you will learn how to enjoy the journey and to find every
ounce of treasure it contains as you discover the truth about happily ever
after
Tree of Wife 2013-06 every culture has a way of perceiving and practicing
marriage many contemporary western christians mistake what their culture
prescribes regarding marriage with what the bible portrays and thereby take as
biblical what is merely cultural uncritical conformity to cultural imperatives
of marriage then becomes a christian virtue and a sweet surrender few recognize
much less question this confusion even when its consequences are unhealthy in
sweet surrender dennis hiebert challenges christians to comprehend what is
cultural in their view of marriage hold as optional what is not explicitly
required by the bible and live out their marriages within the transcendent
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grace of god gaining greater awareness can free marriages from the control of
culture for something more simply but deeply christian marriages benefit when
they are released from cultural directives that are not biblical callings even
if they choose to retain them as cultural practices this book is for christians
who are ready to rethink their assumptions about marriage
Searching for Happily Ever After 2013-07-09 but god saw something special in
david when nobody else did and called him to the throne he was a shepherd
military hero outlaw king adulterer murderer penitent father but most of all
the he was a man after god s own heart david had an instinct for the divine he
poured out his passion for god in song he danced before god he wept before god
as a result scripture says more about him than about christ artists have
sculpted him libraries of books have been written about him all because at the
center of david was god this volume the first of three covers the story of
david through his friendship with jonathan passion is catching let david s god
saturated life fan the flames of faith all of us sometimes just go through the
motions as you read may david s passion for god become yours and your heart
like his
Sweet Surrender 2003 beat low self esteem eradicate shame and become who god
made you to be
David: The Shepherd Years 2014-09-02 a close look at the rhetoric of operation
rescue
Impostor 2006-05-12 love god love people could evangelism really be that simple
often it doesn t seem so it can feel scary awkward and uncomfortable as we try
to navigate loaded questions and different perspectives even the most faithful
of believers sometimes get stumped but can you imagine if we as christians
simply spent time with people who are far from god and provided a safe place to
talk about spiritual matters if we listened to them and discovered what was
really important to them after all it s what jesus did and it s what you can do
too drawing straight from the life and ministry of jesus the 9 arts of
spiritual conversations offers simple practices to help you build relationships
with people who believe differently anyone who has read and appreciated
becoming a contagious christian or just walk across the room won t want to miss
this book on creating a safe space to have natural loving and spiritual
conversations with others
The Rhetoric of Operation Rescue 2016-05-01 change is hard whether it s a good
transition like a job promotion or a bad disruption like a devastating health
diagnosis it s stressful gina brenna butz shares her personal stories of
struggling with change and encourages you to trust god she writes with
compassion as she urges you to rely on god s goodness lean on him for strength
rejoice that he is constant and ultimately to find satisfaction in him rather
than in circumstances scripture helps you see change from the viewpoint of your
heavenly father you can rest knowing he works all things together for the good
of his children even in seasons of stress inducing change
The 9 Arts of Spiritual Conversations 2020-02-05 at last a resource for
librarians who wish to build or develop their nonfiction collection and use it
to better serve the needs of adult christian readers covering the three major
branches of christianity roman catholic protestant and orthodox the author
organizes more than 600 titles into subject categories ranging from biography
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the arts and education to theology devotion and spiritual warfare award winning
classics are noted introductory narrative frames the literature and helps
librarians better understand christian literature and learn how to establish
selection criteria for building a christian nonfiction collection
Making Peace with Change 2008-07-30
Faith Reads
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